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The Commodity Exchange Act’s

(“CEA”) prohibitions against commodi-

ties and derivatives price manipulation

and fraud-based manipulative schemes are

the pillars of the Commodity Futures

Trading Commission’s (“CFTC”) enforce-

ment program targeting trading miscon-

duct in covered markets. The CFTC’s

focus on protecting price integrity is de-

rived from its mission “to promote the in-

tegrity, resilience, and vibrancy of the

U.S. derivatives markets through sound

regulation.”1 Section 6(c)(3) of the CEA

prohibiting price manipulation has been

in the law since the CEA’s 1936 enact-

ment,2 while the 2011 Dodd-Frank Wall

Street Reform and Consumer Protection

Act (“Dodd-Frank”) added the fraud-

based manipulative schemes prohibition.3

Bringing a successful case under Section

6(c)(3) concerning price manipulation

requires the CFTC to prove that the defen-

dant possessed an ability to influence mar-

ket prices, an artificial price existed, the

defendant caused the artificial price, and

the defendant specifically intended to

cause the artificial price.4 The CFTC’s ef-

forts to police price manipulation histori-

cally have involved challenging investiga-

tions of proof, as the standard is a difficult

one for authorities to meet. Prior to the

enactment of Dodd-Frank, at least one

commentator had referred to manipulation

as virtually “unprosecutable.”5 Over the

past two decades, however, technology

has provided the CFTC with important ad-

vantages in policing price manipulation as

well as fraud. First, the advent and wide-

spread adoption of electronic communica-

tions greatly impacted enforcement.

Whereas the CFTC previously needed to

rely principally on the rare admissions of

traders made during testimony or in only

occasionally retained writings to prove

state of mind, today, emails, chat plat-

forms, and recorded telephone lines cap-
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turing traders’ statements evidencing concurrent

intent of their actions provide invaluable link-

ages in the evidentiary chain. Second, the transi-

tion from “open outcry” trading pits to electronic

markets provided the CFTC with vastly more

precise and reliable trading data from which to

seek circumstantial evidence of state of mind as

well as evidence of artificial price and causation.

In contrast with earlier decades in which the

CFTC had access only to imprecise records from

trading pits, relatively few written communica-

tions, and only a few days of retained telephone

tapes, these technological developments gave the

CFTC a much greater ability to prove

manipulation. Joining these two data sources

together, the CFTC could demonstrate a trader’s

manipulative intent by showing what s/he had

said regarding trading intentions at and around

the precise time that a trade was blottered. This

allowed the CFTC to have more success than

ever before at proving manipulation.

The evolving quality of evidence that the

CFTC has been able to build its cases upon is ap-

parent through the factual details underpinning

resolved matters. For example, in 2008, the

CFTC settled manipulation charges against a

Texas-based energy trading company, relying in

part on recorded telephone conversations be-

tween a Senior Vice President and traders.6 Later

resolutions evidenced a more thorough review

and analysis of electronic communications. For

example, in 2012, the CFTC settled with a global

proprietary trading fund concerning a scheme to

manipulate the prices of multiple futures con-

tracts listed on NYMEX.7 In settlement papers,

the CFTC stated that “Defendants’ intent is well

documented by their own emails and phone

recordings which discuss their efforts to ‘ham-

mer,’ ‘influence,’ ‘push,’ ‘move,’ ‘whack,’ and

‘bully’ the prices of futures contracts.”8 And no-

tably, the CFTC’s major settlements involving

LIBOR and related benchmark interest rate ma-

nipulations focused heavily on “submitters and

traders routinely communicat[ing] on Bloomberg

chat terminals or internal [bank] messaging

systems to discuss preferential LIBOR and Euri-

bor requests.”9 Most recently, exploitation and

analysis of data to establish intent has proven to

be an equally potent tool. In what reflects the

highest civil monetary penalty and disgorgement

that a respondent has encountered to date, in

2022, the CFTC resolved a manipulation investi-

gation relying primarily on trading data.10

In recent years, the CFTC has sought to extend

this trend by taking several steps. These include:

E A focus on WhatsApp and other typically

uncaptured communications channels, to

surface communications that traders may

have thought were beyond the reach of the

authorities;

E An investment in order/trade data capture

and analysis, to demonstrate a trader’s

intent even in the absence of incriminating

communications;

E The creation of a whistleblower program,

which incentivizes market participants to

provide testimonial or other evidence as a

substitute for incriminating communica-

tions; and

E Enhanced “self-reporting” credit, which

incentivizes trading businesses to investi-

gate their traders, report violations, cooper-

ate with CFTC requests, and admit wrong-

doing, rather than forcing the CFTC to
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prove its case without any assistance from

the business.

ERA OF ANTI-MANIPULATION
ENFORCEMENT BUILT ON
CAPTURED ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS

Beginning in the early 2000s, the CFTC began

to enjoy a sharp uptick of high-dollar-value

manipulation-related resolutions concerning

individuals and entities trading in CEA covered

markets. During that time, CFTC enforcement

staff (as well as federal prosecutors) frequently

relied upon records of communications, includ-

ing principally e-mails, web-based chat platforms

such as Bloomberg Chat and Reuters Dealer

Chat, and recorded telephone conversations for

proof of market participants’ intent to manipulate

market prices. These communications, which

were easily reached by the authorities’ subpoena

powers, enabled enforcement staff to assess the

timing of recorded statements concerning the

making (or withholding) of bids and offers,

prevailing rates and prices, and the trader’s

subjective intent in taking market actions. The

color provided as to trader intent, coupled with

very precise data showing trade-execution time,

significantly bolstered enforcement authorities’

abilities to build theories of a trader’s purpose

underlying particular trades or trading patterns.

The successful cross-referencing of communica-

tions demonstrating a trader’s mental state, or

intent, against such market data provided core

linkages in the evidentiary chain to successfully

bring price manipulation charges. With evidence

underpinning traders’ intent to cause artificial

prices, exposure for trading entities concerning

misconduct captured within the recorded com-

munications manifested in CFTC settlements

yielding billions of dollars in penalties as well as

parallel Department of Justice (“DOJ”) criminal

enforcement resulting in further high-dollar

penalties, disgorgement, deferred prosecution

agreements and non-prosecution agreements, as

well as guilty pleas and trials.

The zenith of the CFTC’s financial penalty

success in such matters, premised upon recorded

communications showing manipulative intent,

arguably came in the 2013-2015 period in which

high-profile settlements resolved misconduct in

the Foreign Exchange (“FX”) markets, as well as

LIBOR and related benchmark interest rates. In a

variety of these settlement orders, the CFTC

noted that “[c]ertain chat room participants used

code words to evade detection by their banks’

compliance monitoring systems.”11

Colorfully, many of the communications giv-

ing rise to the CFTC and DOJ’s enforcement ac-

tions involved clubby online dealings, such as an

exclusive electronic chat room limited to specific

EUR/USD traders, which participants and others

in the FX spot market referred to as “The Cartel”

or “The Mafia.”12 Participants in the chat room

used coded language to discuss manipulation of

benchmark exchange rates by coordinating trad-

ing times to increase profits and withhold bids

when there was a risk of an adverse impact on

others in the group.

As these communications demonstrate, in

many CEA covered markets, prices are typically

set through rigorous competition for bids and of-

fers by market participants, which can invite

manipulative strategies in which participants act-

ing alone, or in coordination, trade in a manner

intended to influence price. For example, the DOJ

and CFTC’s cartel investigation of misconduct in

the FX markets in 2014 and 2015 examined the
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conduct of FX traders from major “dealer” banks,

who executed trades on behalf of customers and

for their respective banks’ proprietary trading

accounts. The investigation revealed that traders

had communicated in “near daily conversations”

where they agreed to coordinate their trading in

the USD/EUR currency pair to maximize their

influence on two major daily FX benchmarks.13

The strategy was intended to benefit the traders’

respective positions at the expense of customers,

or others, trading in FX-denominated products.

Among other things, traders agreed and conveyed

in electronic communications to refrain from

certain trading behavior that would detrimentally

impact a co-conspirator’s open trading position.

The conduct captured in recorded communica-

tions (and ultimately included in charging docu-

ments and settlement orders) can materially con-

tribute to findings of manipulative intent and

consciousness of guilt. In an example com-

munication concerning the FX cartel, when con-

sidering adding a prospective member to the chat,

one trader expressed his concern “that I know

he’ll never tell us when at risk,” discussing

whether or not the group could trust the new

trader.14 Traders also expressed an agreement to

“join forces” and “double team” trading conduct

in the Euro currency market ahead of fixing

windows.15 In the benchmark interest rate realm,

through an excerpt of messages in which a Yen

trading manager recorded efforts to manipulate

Euroyen TIBOR submissions for the benefit of a

Yen trader’s positions, the CFTC included mes-

sages conveying statements such as, “[s]o as soon

as we move it two, other people start moving it.”16

Related resolutions with authorities such as the

New York Department of Financial Services

concerning misconduct in FX markets revealed

that certain FX traders at a settling institution had

referred to customers, in captured communica-

tions, using code names such as the “fiddler,”

“dodgy aussie seller,” and most colorfully, con-

cerning a customer located at another large bank,

“Satan.”17

SECOND ERA: DATA
ANALYTICS DRIVES
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS

In the latter part of the 2010s, and as many

market participants came to expect routine and

robust regulatory scrutiny of monitored com-

munication platforms, the technical abilities of

authorities, such as the CFTC, to recreate markets

using data analytics developed significantly. By

2019, the CFTC’s now former Director of En-

forcement noted that the CFTC had “enhanced

our ability to detect misconduct through the use

of data analysis,” with the “ability to identify, in

the trading data, forms of misconduct in ways

that complement our understanding of the activ-

ity through our other enforcement tools.”18 In

short, the CFTC no longer needed to rely princi-

pally upon the contemporaneous recording of

traders’ chats with others to demonstrate manipu-

lative intent. Rather, the CFTC could recreate

markets down to the nanosecond to show the

precise state of the market’s central order book

and the timing of orders and transactions to sup-

port allegations of causation and price impact of

alleged market misconduct. For example, in a

2020 resolution of spoofing and false statements

charges involving a major non-U.S. financial

institution, the CFTC “relied on its enhanced data

analytics capability and discovered that the

Bank’s spoofing activities were broader than it

had originally understood” when reaching an

earlier settlement with that same bank for spoof-

ing conduct.19 The earlier 2018 resolution, in
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which the institution was penalized $800,000 for

spoofing in gold and silver futures markets, was

premised upon statements that the CFTC ulti-

mately found to be false through its later data

analysis.20 The 2020 resolution’s $127 million

penalty dwarfed that of the 2018 resolution.21

Like the CFTC, the DOJ has also benefitted

from materially increased capabilities in the data

analytics realm, and these authorities have mate-

rially deepened their cooperation over time.22

Through their continued cooperation, both have

developed skillsets previously unique to one

another. The CFTC’s current enforcement and

case development approach has come closer to

that of the DOJ. The DOJ in turn has strengthened

its ability to prosecute market misconduct

through increased reliance on data analysis, an

area previously falling under the expertise of the

CFTC.23 Since 2018, on an annual basis, the DOJ

has filed a record-breaking number of criminal

actions in conjunction with CFTC civil enforce-

ment actions.24 The close relationship between

the Fraud Section of the DOJ’s Criminal Divi-

sion and the CFTC has obvious implications for

any party facing a CFTC fraud or market manipu-

lation investigation.

RECENT BIG WINS FOR DOJ &
CFTC BUILT UPON DATA
ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Major resolutions over the past several years

demonstrate the civil and criminal authorities’

abilities to bring cases concerning manipulation

that satisfy evidentiary requirements as to intent

based upon trading data. In 2020, the CFTC

settled a case with a major oil trading firm on

market manipulation allegations, noting that the

trading firm had attempted to manipulate ap-

plicable benchmarks by “submitting bids, offers,

and intents to trade in order to benefit [their] re-

lated physical and/or derivatives positions such

as futures and swaps.”25 In settlement papers, the

CFTC did not reference any electronic correspon-

dence as evincing the attempts to manipulate.

Conversely, the CFTC credited the trading firm

with cooperation for providing material informa-

tion and even in assisting it with “analyzing trad-

ing data.”26

In May of 2022, in a manipulation and corrup-

tion case involving a global commodities trading

firm, the CFTC secured the highest civil mon-

etary penalty and disgorgement amount in its

history.27 The settlement order makes no mention

of specific communications that indicate market

participants’ manipulative intent. Instead, the

settlement provides that traders understood the

relevant benchmark organization “made price as-

sessments . . . based primarily on the trading

activity in a daily trading window,” and that the

traders subsequently “placed bids or offers in the

relevant trading window with the intent of push-

ing or controlling the results of the trading win-

dow, and thus Platts’s price assessments, in a

direction and manner intended to benefit [the

trading firm’s] exposure.”28 The remainder of the

settlement papers provide extensive detailed trad-

ing information, such as the numbers of bids and

offers placed by traders on specific dates.29 The

CFTC’s leveraging of data analytics tools doubt-

less provided significant support in building and

resolving this matter. The settled conduct also

resulted in two parallel criminal actions brought

by the DOJ.30

These settlements signal to the market that

even in the absence of clear contemporaneous

communications providing evidence of manipu-
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lative intent, the CFTC and DOJ can garner suf-

ficient information through market recreation and

data analytics to bring and resolve enforcement

actions. In fact, the sort of “smoking gun” trader

chatroom communications that were featured in

the benchmark interest rate and FX matters have

rarely been included in CFTC resolutions in

recent years.31

FOCUS ON OFF-CHANNEL
COMMUNICATIONS

One indication of the CFTC’s reliance upon

trader communications as a key part of its en-

forcement program is the emphasis it has placed

on the duty of regulated entities to capture and

maintain records of business communications

pursuant to the CEA’s recordkeeping and supervi-

sion requirements. This emphasis has been par-

ticularly apparent with respect to WhatsApp

communications, as a series of resolutions over

the past two years have demonstrated.

Market participants have found that com-

munications occurring across unmonitored elec-

tronic platforms (even encrypted platforms) can

give and have given rise to massive consequences

for organizations and individuals involved in

such communications. In February 2021, the

CFTC filed a civil complaint against a swaps

trader at a non-U.S. bank alleging in part that the

employee-trader made false statements to the

CFTC concerning the use of his personal phone

and unmonitored means to communicate with

other employees about the bank’s business.32 Fur-

ther, the trader also used WhatsApp specifically

to discuss the CFTC’s investigation and then

proceeded to delete messages, including What-

sApp messages, after receiving a document reten-

tion notice.33 In a related enforcement action

against the employer-bank, a CFTC registrant,

the CFTC found that the bank had violated its

recordkeeping and supervision requirements

under the CEA where traders participated in

unmonitored communications and further took

steps to impede the prior investigation, revealing

a broader culture of such unauthorized use within

the bank.34 The CFTC specifically pointed out

that use of such communications violated the

bank’s own policies and procedures, thus its fail-

ure to stop the “widespread use” was a result of

inadequate internal controls.35

In a matter involving a separate CFTC regis-

trant, in December 2021, the CFTC announced a

$75 million settlement concerning failures to

maintain, preserve, and produce records that were

required to be kept under CFTC recordkeeping

requirements.36 The CFTC found the employer-

bank to be at fault for its failure to supervise and

retain records where, since 2015, widespread use

of unapproved communications had occurred.37

The settlement order specifically noted that the

use of unapproved communications was “not hid-

den within the firm,” and that the management

responsible for enforcing proper use of com-

munications were themselves involved in the

conduct.38 The order elaborated that the wide-

spread use of unauthorized communication meth-

ods, such as personal text messages and What-

sApp messages, by the organization’s employees

to conduct firm business violated the registrant’s

own policies and procedures, which prohibited

business-related communications on unapproved

channels.39

Most recently, in September 2022, the CFTC

settled charges with 11 financial institutions

concerning recordkeeping and supervision fail-

ures related to off-channel communications,
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which the institutions were required to retain

because they related to their business as CFTC

registrants.40 As these resolutions show, the

CFTC has responded to the proliferation of

unmonitored and uncaptured communications by

imposing severe penalties on regulated entities

that fail to ensure compliance. The CFTC will

continue to look unfavorably upon trading orga-

nizations that allow their employees to com-

municate on personal devices or use WhatsApp

or similar applications that evade capture, reten-

tion, and surveillance.

CFTC’S WHISTLEBLOWER
PROGRAM AND SELF-
REPORTING EXPECTATIONS

The CFTC’s Whistleblower Program encour-

ages tippers to report original violations of the

CEA to the CFTC in exchange for an award of

10-30% of the monetary sanctions that the CFTC

(or the DOJ or other domestic or foreign enforce-

ment agency) collects if the total penalties en-

forced are over $1 million.41 In deciding the

amount to award to the whistleblower, the CFTC

will consider the:

a) significance of the information to the success

of the enforcement action, b) participation of the

whistleblower in the company’s internal compli-

ance process, c) the whistleblower’s interference

with the company’s internal compliance process,

d) participation of the whistleblower in the

culpable conduct, e) timeliness of the report to

the CFTC, f) degree of assistance provided, and

g) the award’s effect on deterring future viola-

tions of the CEA by encouraging whistleblowers

to come forward.42

Importantly, the CFTC’s program does not

require the tipper to report internally to their

compliance teams in order to be eligible for the

award.43 Awards can be lucrative, as a nearly

$200 million award to a single whistleblower in

2021 demonstrates.44

In addition, from 2017 until present, the CFTC

has updated its policies on self-reporting to “shift

[the] analysis in favor of self-reporting” when

companies become aware of misconduct and

weigh whether or not to self-report.45 The CFTC

also indicated that its self-reporting program

should “line up with other self-reporting pro-

grams, most notably at the Department of Jus-

tice,” to reduce the burden of reporting to agen-

cies with conflicting requirements.46 The

incentives to report include the possibility of a

“substantial reduction” of otherwise applicable

civil penalties or in “extraordinary circum-

stances,” a declination to prosecute the conduct

at issue.47 To earn such credit, the company is

encouraged to timely disclose misconduct.48

Once disclosed, the CFTC considers the follow-

ing factors before granting credit: 1) the value of

the company’s cooperation to the CFTC’s inves-

tigations and enforcement actions, 2) the value of

the company’s cooperation to the CFTC’s broader

law enforcement interests, and 3) the level of the

company’s culpability and history of misconduct

balanced against its acceptance of responsibility,

mitigation, and remediation.49

CONCLUSION

The CFTC has made clear through its public

statements and its track record of successfully

resolved civil charges that it will pursue miscon-

duct in its covered markets through all available

means, and in coordination with criminal investi-

gation and prosecution by the DOJ. The CFTC’s

focus on captured and uncaptured communica-

tions, as well as analysis of trading data, reflects

a continuing adaptation of its enforcement toolkit
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to the operation and technology of the covered

markets. Conversely, its reliance upon and en-

couragement of whistleblowing and self-

reporting by market participants represents a tacit

acknowledgement of the practical limitations on

its ability to discover and prove misconduct in

the absence of inside information and the coop-

eration of market participants.
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